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Abstract: By analyzing the same Bell experiment in different reference frames, we show that nature

at its fundamental level is superdeterministic, not random, in contrast to what is indicated by orthodox

quantum mechanics. Events—including the results of quantum mechanical measurements—in global

space-time are fixed prior to measurement. VC 2020 Physics Essays Publication.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.4006/0836-1398-33.2.216]

R�esum�e: En analysant l’exp�erience de Bell dans d’autres cadres de r�ef�erence, nous d�emontrons

que la nature est super d�eterministe au niveau fondamental et non pas al�eatoire, contrairement �a ce

que pr�edit la m�ecanique quantique. Des �ev�enements, incluant les r�esultats des mesures m�ecaniques

quantiques, dans un espace-temps global sont fix�es avant la mesure.
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Bell’s theorem1 is not merely a statement about quantum

mechanics but about nature itself, and will survive even if

quantum mechanics is superseded by an even more funda-

mental theory in the future. Although Bell used aspects of

quantum theory in his original proof, the same results can be

obtained without doing so.2,3 The many experimental tests of

Bell’s theorem4–7 show that Bell’s inequality can be broken

which seemingly indicates that reality is nonlocal.b)

In quantum mechanics, the act of measurement is postu-

lated to be an irreversible,9 noninvertible mapping,10

instantly and discontinuously transforming a ghostly super-

position of (potentially infinitely) many coexisting quantum

states, i.e., indefinite and mutually contradictory possibili-

ties, into one single objective experimental result: A multi-

tude of mere possibility turning into one single actual fact.

Each individual outcome is supposed to occur randomly, and

it is only here, during the discontinuous “quantum jumps,”

that uncertainty enters quantum mechanics—in stark contrast

its normal evolution is completely linear, deterministic, con-

tinuous, and unitary, preserving superpositions indefinitely.

For simplicity, let us consider the standard entangled

pair of quantum objects with 2-valued dynamical attributes,

e.g., two entangled spin-1/2 quantum particles with zero total

spin.11 According to quantum mechanics, the spin state is

undecided c) until a spin measurement is made on one of

them (say at A), then the state of the other, at B, instantly
collapses to the opposite spin configuration to the one

observed at A. Only one component of the spin of each parti-

cle can have a definite value at a given time.

Registered outcomes at either side, however, are classi-

cal objective events (for example, a sequence of zeros and

ones representing spin up or down along some chosen

direction), e.g., markings on a paper printout¼ classical

facts¼ events¼ points defining (constituting) global space-

time itself.

In contrast, according to orthodox quantum mechanics

the state at both A and B, unless and until a measurement is

made (either at A or B), is not merely unknown—it does not

even exist in a specific state—dynamical quantum attributes

having no objective reality independently of the act of mea-

surement. This is the difference between merely practical

classical ignorance (all details really being there, but par-

tially unknown to us), and fundamental quantum ignorance

(with nothing there to know). Only when a measurement is

made, say at A, does the state at A and at B “collapse” to a

specific configuration. This collapse is postulated to be

completely random, but when an event at A is measured, a

perfectly correlated state is then automatically and instanta-

neouslyd) supposed to be created at B.

However, as events have an objective reality indepen-

dent of frame of reference, we will see that quantum

mechanical measurements cannot “create” reality (a sum

total of known events) in this way, but merely uncover it

(pre-existing events). Regardless of how one “slices” the

space-time “block,” by using different reference frames, the

events themselves must be unaltered. Events are primary,

invariant and cannot be changed by a mere change of refer-

ence frames. Also, events are the essence of physics (and all

of reality). According to Bohr, “there is no quantum world,”

the only thing that matters are the facts we observe—

a)c.johan.hansson@ltu.se
b)The “spooky” distant correlations were indirectly implied already in

Ref. 8, long before the appearance of Bell’s theorem.
c)w¼ [w"(A)w#(B) – w#(A)w"(B)]/ �2.

d)If the measurement process was local, it could not explain what is seen in

the Bell test experiments.
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quantum mechanics just an abstract algorithm, a recipe for

connecting together perfectly ordinary real observations and

phenomena experienced at our own level, i.e., events.

Now, assume that the same Bell experiment is observed

in three different frames: S, S0, and S00. S is the system

alluded to above, S0 moves inertially to the right with respect

to S, and S00 moves inertially to the left. In S the events at A

and B are simultaneous, individually random but together

correlated in the usual way for an entangled system—this is

what has been observed in the performed experimental tests

of Bell’s theorem, see Fig. 1.

In S00 the, again according to quantum mechanics, ran-

dom outcome at A causes the induced and completely speci-

fied outcome at B. In S0 the outcome at B randomly causes a

potentially different (that, after all, being the trademark of

randomness) outcome at A. Even if the objective lists of

symbols, e.g., zeros and ones, on the paper printouts (say) at

both A and B, according to quantum mechanics, still will be

random (giving the same results for average expectation val-

ues), they will in general be different as observed in S, S0,
and S00, i.e., each individual event, quantum mechanics pre-

dicts, will not match between frames—which they must. For

instance, assume that only one correlated pair is sent out and

observed: In S0 the outcome at B (the “cause” of the collapse)

will be either 0 or 1 with 50–50 probability, in S00 the out-

come at A (the “cause” of the collapse) will also be 50–50,

so the observation—of the same two events at A and B—in

S0 and S00 will not necessarily match. “Past” and “future,”

“cause,” and “effect” have become scrambled and ill-defined

as a consequence of Bell’s theorem and its tests. There is no

other possibility than that the outcomes at A and B both are

predetermined.e)

Hence, the events in global space-time are fixed once

and for all—despite the superficially random assertion

of quantum mechanics about what happens during

measurement/observation.

This conclusion results for any relative velocity, arbi-

trarily small, but the effect becomes substantial for large spa-

tial separations and/or relativistic velocities v� c. A very

simple explicit numerical example is given in the Appendix.

Hence, this is Einstein’s infamous “hidden variables,”13

but with a vengeance: Everything is determined, including

the experimenters (non) free-will, the “random” orientation

of the spin-analyzers at either end, and anything else you can

think of. Each measurement does not create but merely

uncovers what already is embedded in space-time. All events

leading up to, and including, the “act of measurement” itself

are already there.

This type of superdeterminism solves all “paradoxes” of

quantum mechanics:f) no “spooky actions at a distance,”

Schr€odinger’s Cat is really dead or alive, position of hit on

the screen in a double-slit experiment is uniquely deter-

mined, etc.

Furthermore, all tested fundamental theories we use to

describe nature, apart from the ill-defined quantum measure-

ment process, are completely deterministic (relativity, the

Schr€odinger equation, quantum field theory, etc.) so this

really should come as no big surprise. Also, any terms for

“free will” are completely lacking in all fundamental equa-

tions. Bell’s theorem1 and its many experimental tests4–7

thus are proof that nature at its fundamental level is superde-

terministic—not random. A “cause” cannot alter the “effect.”

The events in global space-time are predetermined and fixed,

much like pebbles cast into a concrete block.

What an experimenter seemingly “chooses” to do at

either end A or B is the only thing she cang) do, and cannot

“cause” either the event at her own position or the event at

the other end. All events in the global space-time “block” we

call the universe (past, present and future), observed or not,

are superdetermined and unalterable. To quote Hermann

Weyl: “The objective world simply is, it does not happen.”

APPENDIX: A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

We employ units in which c¼ 1 (e.g., spatial distances

measured in light-seconds and time in seconds).

FIG. 1. (Color online) The same Bell experiment according to the three

different observers in reference frames S, S0, and S00. By suitably reducing

the intensity of particles, one can observe the events at A and B for each

individual quantum pair—which Bell proves to be inseparably connected—

not only the statistical correlation for many particles in terms of average

quantum expectation values. (I) In frame S the events at A and B are simul-

taneous and correlated (“quantum nonlocality”)—this has actually been

observed in many experiments. (II) In frame S0 moving to the right the event

at B occurs before event at A: Observed state at B randomly (according to

quantum mechanics) becomes an objectively real fact, i.e., an event, (arbi-

trarily long) before the quantum state at A becomes so. (III) In frame S00

moving to the left the event at A occurs before event at B: Observed state at

A randomly becomes a potentially different objectively real fact¼ an event

(arbitrary long) before the quantum state at B becomes so. Furthermore, why

should the collapse be simultaneous only for the privileged observer in S?

There is no privileged absolute state of rest. All laws of (observed) physics

should be the same in all inertial frames. As the results of measurements at

both ends are events, they must be the same in all frames of reference. All

events being predetermined (including what and how to measure) resolve

the conflict.

e)Implicitly assumed in the derivation of Bell’s theorem is that the spins at A

and B can be freely measured in any directions whatsoever—and in so

doing, according to quantum mechanics, creates this spin direction for the

particle measured, and, instantly, creates a correlated spin direction for the

particle at the other end, where the detector may, randomly,12 have been

given a different orientation than the first.
f)Incidentally, it also solves all causal paradoxes, such as preventing you

from accidentally killing your grandfather before you were born, in a mani-

festly non-local theory (e.g., as Ref. 14).
g)If consciousness is an “epiphenomenon” of the deterministic functioning

of the brain, so must “free-will.”
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Consider collinear motion of the reference frames

(observers) S, S0, S00 in the x-direction

y ¼ y0 ¼ y00 ¼ 0; (1)

z ¼ z0 ¼ z00 ¼ 0: (2)

For the observer in S, the interesting coordinates are (t, x).

For S0, moving to the right with respect to S, (t0, x0). And for

S00, moving left, (t00, x00).
Further, purely for convenience choose reference frames

that coincide for event at A

tA ¼ t0A ¼ t00A ¼ 0; (3)

xA ¼ x0A ¼ x00A ¼ 0: (4)

The standard Lorentz-transformations are

t0 ¼ t–vxð Þ 1–v2ð Þ�1=2
; (5)

t00 ¼ tþ vxð Þ 1–v2ð Þ�1=2
: (6)

For simplicity, assume that in S the simultaneoush) events at

A and B are spatially separated by one light-second

tB ¼ 0; (7)

xB ¼ 1: (8)

Further, assume that

v ¼ 0:6: (9)

This gives for the observer in S0

t0B ¼ 0 – 0:6ð Þ 1 – 0:62ð Þ�1=2 ¼ – 0:75; (10)

i.e., the event at B happens 0.75 s before the event at A.

For the observer in S00

t00B ¼ 0þ 0:6ð Þ 1–0:62ð Þ�1=2 ¼ þ0:75; (11)

the event at B happens 0.75 s after the event at A.i)

For each observer, the invariant space-time interval

s2 ¼ t2–x2–y2–z2 (12)

between the events at A and B is the same

s2 ¼ s02 ¼ s002 ¼ –1: (13)

To summarize: For observer S, events at A and B are

simultaneous (which has been observed in real experiments).

For observer S0, moving to the right with respect to S,

event A occurs after event at B (regardless of the value of v
as long as it is nonzero). For observer S00, moving to the left

with respect to S, event A always occurs before the event

at B.

The problem is that according to the postulates of

quantum mechanics it is the observation of the individual

state that, purely randomly, “collapses” it into an objective

outcome, and in turn decides the far away state at the other

end.

However, as the events are registered facts, i.e., purely

ordinary entities obeying relativity, it is impossible for both

A to be the cause of B and B to be the cause of A.

Furthermore, the quantum mechanical “random” cause/

collapse at A giving a specific outcome at A and B is incom-

patible with the different “random” cause/collapse at B giv-

ing a possibly different specific outcome at B and A.

Instead, all events must be preordained, already objec-

tively existing in space-time.
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